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• Briefly, during most Boreal 
winters, NE trade winds turn 
westerly, increasing Transient 
Kinetic Energy above ~500hPa 
(next slide)

• Downwind of the Himalayan 
region, Rossby Waves carry TKE 
south to penetrate the Hadley 
circulation

Hadley
cells

• Hadley cells present a barrier to 
inter-hemispheric CO2 exchange

A neglected mode of inter-hemispheric CO2 exchange?



EQUATORIAL TRANSIENT (PERTURBATION) KINETIC ENERGY (TKE):

• peaks in the ‘Westerly Duct’ Webster & Holton, J. Atmos. Sci., 1982

• greater when winds oppose Earth’s rotation Frederiksen & Webster, Rev. Geophys., 1988

• only above ~500hPa in tropics Frederiksen et al., Tellus, 2003
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‘Westerly Duct’ location indicated by strong long-term average correlation of 
westerly wind component (u) with Southern Oscillation Index (SOI)

Francey & Frederiksen, Biogeosciences, 2016 doi:10.5194/bg-13-873-2016
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Example:
Cross equatorial vector 
winds 25 Feb. 2015 
(300 hPa, ~9 km)

Westerly Duct

Later, use selected CO2 records from Cape Grim, 41°S, 0.2 km (in strong westerlies) and 
from Mauna Loa, 20°N, 3 km (down slope winds) to monitor IH exchange
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Adapted from Stephens et al., SCIENCE 319, 1732 (2007)

mlo & cgo CO2 have minimum measured vertical gradients in their respective hemispheres
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The “CO2 bathtub” 
with multi-year net fluxes (PgC/yr) that most influence 

atmospheric CO2 trends
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Himalayan turbulence: 
0.3-3 months

Asian
emissions? Westerly Duct



CO2 measurements exhibiting features linked 
to IH transport through the duct:

 2015 OCO2 satellite data

 25-year CSIRO cgo & mlo CO2 and d13C records:
• Insignificant measurement error

• Small sample size
• Greater linearity
• Unmatched calibration consistency

• Spatial representation >> inversion grid cell
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CSIRO GASLAB

Trudinger et al., JGR, 2002



CABLE submission to TRENDY v5 (Vanessa Haverd)



The two most extreme u_duct closures 
correspond to lowest cgo d13C growth rates

d13C = [(Rs – Rr)/ Rr]*1000 per mil,    
C = CO2,   R = 13C/12C, s = sample,    r = reference 

13CO2 calculated using measured 12CO2 and known Rr
(in PDB marine carbonate Rr = 0.0112372)

Isotopic anomaly, d13C*C, is a conservative tracer
Plot:     [(d13C*C)mlo - (d13C*C)cgo] versus [Cmlo – Ccgo]
Slope:          (D+dair) Enting et al. (1993) 

D is DISCRIMINATION against 13C (airsurface)
forests     ~ -18 ‰
savannas ~ -4 ‰
oceans     ~ -2 ‰



SEASONALITY IN mlo - cgo CO2 ISOTOPES
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SEASONALITY IN mlo - cgo CO2 ISOTOPES
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Annual average mlo-cgo DC*d13C v. DC 
has slope close to fossil/forest carbon



(Preliminary) CONCLUSIONS
* The majority of differences between global CO2 emission trends and CSIRO annual 
baseline mlo-cgo CO2 concentrations coincide with NCEP wind changes in the upper-
tropospheric equatorial mid-Pacific (“the westerly duct”).

* We attribute this to turbulence generated by the Himalayan region during the boreal 
winter when winds are normally (but not always) westerly. Rossby waves can transport the 
turbulence south allowing CO2 to penetrate vertical convection at times of significant 
partial pressure difference between hemispheres.

* SH 13C/12C is particularly sensitive to duct transfer of newly (<3 months) combusted 
(fossil) or respired forest NH CO2; it is insensitive to CO2 equilibrated by gross surface 
exchange or from savannah regions. 

* When the duct is “open”, uplift immediately downwind of Asia could channel fresh 
emissions through the duct, preferentially influencing IH CO2 transport. 

* The relative magnitude of duct and advective IH exchange is not yet determined.


